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Homesteading the Frame  
The application of mass timber (or heavy timber) construction has become a focused con-

versation in both a political and practical forums. The relevance of this conversation in the 

context of the shelter needs of growing populations and the clear adverse environmental 

impacts of our material use patterns is immense, and beyond the scope of easy compre-

hension, let alone the limitations of a short discussion. In Oregon, this issue is both one 

of economics and history.  The state is placing great emphasis on the soft wood industry’s 

ability to transform its traditional products and elevate both the technology of the wood 

products themselves as well as pave the way for the implementation of those products in 

significantly more advanced forms of building through connection detail and material  

assembly research and testing.  A specific example is the creation of a building materials 

center on the campus of the University of Oregon.  The facility will serve as a laboratory 

for the technology and testing of mass timber assemblies. As a small architecture practice 

within the Pacific Northwest, our participation in this larger conversation is through prac-

tice and practical examples. 

Our practice began with the adaptation of 100-year-old timber warehouses in the historic 

industrial district of Portland, Oregon.  These structures were evaluated and structurally 

improved to withstand the elevated seismic forces in the Pacific Northwest, as well as 

reformatted for use by smaller commercial and residential users, often whole communities 

of them. This work became the foundation of both our understanding of building tectonics 

as well as our approach to the nature of urban infill space as adaptable and not tied to 

any particular notion of use.  

The modern structures we propose today are not conceptually or technically different than 

the mill buildings of 100 years ago and this understanding has allowed us to frame the 

exploration of modern mass timber technology in a more nuanced context. 

      

1.  Context 

It seems there are two principles that guide the modern world and the approach to mate-

rial usage. The first is one of ceaseless progress where things become quickly consumed 

or outmoded.  This principle essentially embraces the idea of the “next” and that the 

current state of technology, through advancement, will soon be superseded.  This item’s 

use is often particular and narrowly focused, and correspondingly the time cycle from birth 

to grave is short and now relies on material recycling as the use far outstrips a material’s 

lifespan. As our technology matures we strive to more closely match the use cycle or 

lifespan with the material lifespan.  

The second precept embraces the idea of permanence and universality and that things 

will organically evolve over a longer time frame, never completely abandoning certain 

fundamental structures or formats. 

As a practice, we aspire to this end of the conversation. This is where our office’s work is 

focused. We see our urban environments as evolving organisms with new uses displacing 

historic ones and densities shifting and evolving. We work to understand how open and 

adaptable structures can both shape their current context, while embracing what is to 

come.  As a building material, returning to mass timber provides an ability to create open 

matrix frame structures using a renewable resource with an ability to imbue interior  

environments with authenticity and warmth.  
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2.  Application 

We have explored many applications of mass timber in our current work.  They fall into 

two basic categories. The first is direct substitution or application of mass timber con-

struction within current codes- using a mass timber frame where other forms of building 

might have become the accepted method such as stick framing in wood or steel, and 

lightweight unprotected steel frames or masonry bearing wall structures: type V, IV, and 

Type III construction. The second is seeking equivalency with non-combustible construc-

tion types in either protected steel or concrete structures: Type I and Type II construction. 

We can most easily describe the challenges and opportunities we have found related to 

building with mass timber construction by example. 

    

3.  Ultimate Limits: Block 75 Tower 

We were asked to explore the limits of timber frame technology by a client with a small 

9,000 square foot central city parcel.  The site was adjacent to a concrete frame mixed 

use building under construction by the same team.  We had been informed that because 

of the economic benefit to the state through the demonstration of new uses for mass 

timber construction, we could work directly with state inspectors through a special appli-

cation and could bypass the local jurisdictional limitations.  As the client group’s intent 

was a high rise, exposed timber frame, this was critical to forward the idea of equivalency 

to fireproof construction types.  Working with Ove Arup as fire engineers, we proposed an 

hour rating equivalency based on char rate tables, essentially oversizing our structural 

members by the tabulated 3” per hour.  We began to work with the state, our structural 

engineer, and timber fabricators or methods for enclosing the steel connectors within the 

members to essentially fireproof the steel with wood. We also quickly relinquished  

the lateral requirements to a traditional concrete core and a reinforced topping slab over 

a minimally sized CLT deck.  A general contractor, Anderson Construction from Portland, 

was brought into the team at its earliest stages to participate. We collectively surmised, 

that with the addition of a unitized exterior cladding, a floor could be erected, poured and 

enclosed in one week. 

4.  Optimal Application, Mid-rise Multi-Family:  
 NE 2nd Ave & Schuyler 

This second example was for a mid-rise residential building, probably the highest and best 

utilization of current mass timber technology. We needed state assistance again, as we 

would be proving equivalency to a Type II structure, which is still a non-combustible con-

struction classification.  The inherent, and designed repetition of the structural module 

allowed us to consider a full bearing wall system, with planks of CLT or NLT laid in between. 

The floor sandwich was closely scrutinized for its sound transmission qualities, needing to 

meet the requirements for multifamily dwellings in both general sound transmission as 

well as impact noise. A concrete topping slab over an acoustical mat achieved the required 

ratings under calculations, and because of the additional weight of the slab, a concrete 

shear wall system was also employed. 

5. Optimal Low-Rise Commercial: 811 Stark 

In the Pacific Northwest, lateral forces due to seismic requirements become a major factor 

in the design of frame structures even in low rise conditions. The 811 building is a 32,000 

sf structure comprising 3 stories of timber frame commercial space over a concrete  
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podium containing retail spaces, building services and parking.  We desired a minimally 

intrusive lateral system and quickly arrived at a reinforced concrete slab over 3” sawn 

decking as a floor assembly.  The rigid concrete diaphragm necessitated only two concrete 

shear walls in the floor area of the commercial space, the rest being handled in various 

panels in the core. As a type III construction building, we wished to avoid the onerous 

rating requirements on structural wall area at the perimeter, so while the building presents 

a more traditional punched window exterior, it is actually a true post and beam frame. 

   

6.  Tradition Reinvented: The Framework Building 

The Framework building, through the reintroduction of the timber frame in lieu of the now 

traditional fireproof steel or concrete frame points backwards and forwards at the same 

time. Backwards to a more elemental construction methodology, and forward to the po-

tential for substitution of this primal timber frame with seemingly more sophisticated and 

evolved fireproof building systems. 

The Framework building is a small, 25,000 square foot commercial structure comprising 

a 4-story timber frame structure on top of a fire-proof concrete podium. Conceived of as 

a ship in a bottle, the design intent was to cast away the traditional masonry perimeter 

walls of its historical type and allow the timber frame to be a direct substitution of the 

modern fireproof frame within a glass enclosure.  In this way, the Framework building 

encapsulates many of the traditional positive qualities of timber frame construction related 

to visual warmth and environmental integrity in the context of a truly modern represen-

tation of transparency.  

    

7.  Forward 

As a practice we are never wed to idioms over the solutions they provide. Mass timber 

construction is symbiotic with the way we conceive of environments and architectural  

expression and as such seems to be a rich vein for us to continue to mine and weave into 

our approach.  We are optimists at heart and believe in designed solutions and thoughtful 

approaches.  Wider usage of mass timber construction holds the potential to provide and 

environmentally conscientious way to create warm and meaningful environments to a 

structure’s inhabitants, as well as new ways to conceive of building delivery that ultimately 

can lead to more cost effective structures with potentials for new levels of affordability 

through a long and varied life cycle. 

   


